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HALIFAX

WE'RE ON A MISSION

At PBJ Business Interiors, we understand the importance of creating
functional and inspiring workspaces. This catalog showcases our
comprehensive range of furniture solutions designed to transform
your workspace into a hub of productivity, collaboration, and comfort.
Whether you're looking to furnish a boardroom, private office,
reception area, cafe/lunchroom, or collaborative space, PBJ Business
Interiors has you covered. Explore our catalog to discover the perfect
furniture solutions that meet your needs and elevate your workspace
to new heights.

HIGH DESIGN,
HIGH FUNCTIONALITY



DISCOVER THE PERFECT TASK CHAIR

Don't compromise on comfort and productivity. At PBJ Business
Interiors, we understand the importance of ergonomic seating in
promoting productivity and well-being. Our task chairs are
meticulously designed to provide optimal comfort, support, and
adjustability, allowing users to focus on their tasks with ease.
From sleek and minimalist designs to luxurious and executive options,
our task chairs are built to elevate your workspace while prioritizing
your comfort.

FOCUS 2.0 BY SITONIT FORMAT BY OFFICES TO GO

J1 BY TAYCO VECTRA BY SITONIT



CREATE A WORKPLACE THAT
PRIORITIZES ERGONOMICS
Ergonomics are the cornerstone of a healthy and productive
workplace. Ergonomic furniture not only enhances employee
well-being but also boosts productivity and reduces the risk of
injuries. Our ergonomic solutions are carefully designed to
provide optimal support, promote proper posture, and adapt to
the unique needs of individuals.



THE THINK TANK
Impress clients, facilitate seamless presentations, and foster
productive discussions with PBJ Business Interiors' boardroom
furniture solutions. Our carefully crafted tables, ergonomic chairs, and
smart storage options combine style and functionality to create a
professional and comfortable environment. With customizable options
and superior craftsmanship, our boardroom furniture is designed to
elevate your meetings and leave a lasting impression.



A PRIVATE OFFICE THAT INSPIRES
SUCCESS

Don't compromise on comfort and productivity. At PBJ Business
Interiors, we understand the importance of ergonomic seating in
promoting productivity and well-being. Our task chairs are
meticulously designed to provide optimal comfort, support, and
adjustability, allowing users to focus on their tasks with ease.
From sleek and minimalist designs to luxurious and executive options,
our task chairs are built to elevate your workspace while prioritizing
your comfort.

A PRIVATE OFFICE THAT INSPIRES
SUCCESS



PASEA , CAMEO + UNI

MADE FOR TAKE FIVES +
HIGH FIVES.



MAKE A LASTING IMPRESSION

We believe that the reception area is more than just a waiting
room—it's an opportunity to make a lasting impression. Let our
exceptional reception furniture transform your space into a warm
and inviting haven, leaving a positive and unforgettable mark on
every visitor. Elevate your reception area and elevate your
business.



ENCOURAGE COLLABORATION

PBJ Business Interiors offers a range of furniture solutions designed
to inspire collaboration and teamwork. Create flexible and inviting
collaborative spaces with our versatile seating arrangements,
including modular sofas, lounge chairs, and collaborative tables. Our
furniture encourages communication, idea sharing, and problem-
solving, allowing teams to thrive and innovate together. Experience
the power of collaboration with PBJ Business Interiors.



Efficient storage solutions are essential for a well-organized workspace. PBJ
Business Interiors offers a comprehensive range of filing and storage options
to meet your needs. From sleek file cabinets and shelving systems to
innovative storage units and lockers, our solutions maximize space utilization
while keeping everything easily accessible. Whether you need to store
documents, supplies, or personal belongings, our reliable and stylish filing
and storage solutions will keep your workspace clutter-free and your
workflow seamless.

STAY ORGANIZED + EFFICIENT
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